The CEMA Inspection Seal
for Sprayers
The Highest Guarantee – for You!

The “CEMA Inspection Seal”:
a Guarantee – for You!
Next time you buy a new sprayer and you
want a local seal, make sure you look out as
well for the CEMA Inspection Seal!
The CEMA Inspection Seal guarantees that
the sprayer:
has undergone
strict in-house
quality checks
during production

is in full conformity
with all the latest
EU safety &
environmental
requirements

is ready for use
in all EU markets,
without additional
inspection tests

Why Look Out for the
“CEMA Inspection Seal”?

The “CEMA Inspection Seal” –
and You’re Done!

Many European countries require users to
provide a proof that their new sprayer can
pass an individual in-use inspection.
This makes it necessary to run a pre-check
and obtain a national approval (the proof
comes in the form of a local seal on the
sprayer).

When you see a sprayer with the CEMA
Inspection Seal placed on it, it means that
the manufacturer is nationally authorised
to use in-house quality checks to guarantee
that the sprayer will pass the in-use
inspection (so-called “In-House Test & Go”).

The
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Save time & money!
Say goodbye to costly end-checks. Thanks to the “CEMA Inspection
Seal”, you can save this extra cost, as your sprayer performance is already
ensured by in-house quality checks!

“In-House Test & Go”:
Your sprayer will pass the in-use inspection!
Thanks to “In-house Test & Go”, you can be sure your sprayer will pass the
in-use inspection (EN ISO 16122).

Promoting acceptance across borders
Thanks to its European scope, the “CEMA Inspection Seal” will be helpful
when requesting a national approval in another EU country.

You can find more information about the "CEMA Inspection Seal" on
www.cema-inspected.eu
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